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la this paper* soma of the proparties of arithmetic 
functions under the operation convolution multiplication 
are examines* ‘ ‘ * K * ‘ ** 8 " * 8
ft was found that convolution sma ttl piieation c’ah he 
need to simplify certain problems which arise in elementary 
number theory.' 'Some Of the morO familial hrlths&t’lc 
functions are shown to he expressible in terase of certain 
elementary number functions and convolution awltlplica ttoiu 
k ring isomorphism ir established between arithmetic 
functions and matrices and then matrix techniques are used/ 
to evaluate' some- number functions.*" ' " ’ " '
A 'distance function is introduced and certain ' 
topological properties are established for the metric 
space consisting of the set of arithmetic ''functions and 
this distance .function* Of special interest* is a set of 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a power series to 
converge*
One of the most important applications of eonvolution 
multiplication is in the proof of Selberg* $ asymptotic 
formula* from, which the .prime number theorem, follows 
directly* In this paper* it Is shown how the use of 




Let a: and p represent two arithmetic functions whose 
elementa are complex numbers, Then the new number function 
defined, by the equation
(a * P5(») * £  a(a)p(n/d)
d|n
where d ranges over the divisors of n, is called the 
convolution of a and p. We also define ^addition** of two 
arithmetic functions as followss
tc0p}(n) » <*(n) + p(a ) 
that is, two arithmetic functions are added term by term.
In. addition* we define **'po.Intwise multiplicationn of two 
arithmetic functions by the equation 
CapjCn) * a(n)p(n}*
In chapter I* we prove that arithmetic functions for® 
an integral domain under the operations convolution 
multiplication and addition, and determine a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the existence of an inverse for 
these arithmetic functions* Certain properties of jamltipll-* 
native functions with regard to convolution multiplication 
are examined in chapter II* Because of these simple 
properties, convolution multiplication is a very useful
2
3technique for the solution of certain problems which arise 
la elementary number theory.
to application of convolutions by use of matrices is 
examined' in chapter III* H ring isomorphism is established 
and is 'then used to evaluate certain arithmetic functions..
In particular* inverses of some well-known number functions 
are derived*
teitsur [2]^intreduced a distance, function on the set 
of arithmetic-' functions and. used it to define a topology on 
the set* In chapter IV* we examine the space defined by the 
set of arithmetic functions and this distance function and 
show that this space possesses certain topological properties. 
In particular, we prove a necessary and sufficient condition 
for convergence of a formal power series In this topology. 
kmltmr has done extensive work on applications of 
convolutions [3]., tlj. In the latter reference, he intro­
duces a symbolic calculus and uses it to "approximate" some 
arithmetic functions by power series.
Pcpken [B3 has simplified the proof of Selberg * $ 
asymptotic formula by use. of convolutions* In the last 
chapter, we will modify bis technique slightly and show how 
Selbergfs formula, from which the prime number theorem 
follows directly, can be derived. Comparison functions are 
used throughout the proof. Amitsur Cl] has'obtained a new 
elementary proof of the prime number theorem for primes in 
arithmetic progressions.
*The numbers in. brackets refer to the bibliography
CHAPTSB I 
llSMlpfABl AI&ESRAIC paOFBBTIBS.
We. start out by proving that these number sequences* 
tinier the operations addition and convolution multiplication 
form an integral domain.
The proof that.these number sequences are closed under 
these operations follows directly from the definitions* 
Similarly* the associative and commutative laws for addition 
are easily proven* The remaining, properties of an integral 
■domain will be proven here.
(a * pHn) *  ^ a(d)p(n/d).
d{n
We observe that if d is any divisor of nf then dr - n/d 
must also divide n. Changing the dummy variable in the 
summation, we obtain
ill £or m M M M m M m
By definition
<a * p)(n) « £ «{n/d*}p(d*) » £ p(d *)atn/d*) 
d*Jn d * | ndff»
* C p '* a) ( n).
k
5Associative Law for Multiplication
[ (a * P) * yKh) 55 £ (a * p)(n/&’)Y'W)
djn
“ E E fcteWn/dlOYCd)




* £ c(k) ]T pCa/<ik}YCd)» 
k|n if^r-
sinee k and 6 each represent all divisors, of n, we can
choose either d or k first* finally,
{(a * p) * y K q) * E  * Y)Cn/k)
k|n
* [a * (p ,♦ Y)Kn).
Sm a tolU flB 2&£
Let 0- he the function defined by 8{n) * 0 for all n.
We need to show that if a, p, and y number functions 
and if Co * y) * (p * y}# then a :;s P -provided y # d. 
fhe proof is by induction.
If y I* then there exists at least' on# element k* 
such that. # 0. Let k be the smallest of these numbers* 
low,
<« * y)(k) * <P *
£ «(a>Y(J£/<i) * £ p(d>Y(ic/d)
dtk aft
Hence,
aClVrOc) m that &Cl) * pci)*
Assume that a(n) * p(©> for all a < t*
Them since
(o • T ){kt) « (p « fHkt}*
£  a(d}Y(kt/d) » £  p(d)rC«/a} 
d|kt djkt
£  y(kt/a)C«(d) - pfa)) * o.
4|kt
fCktitod) - p(l>3 + ***«• Y(k)(a(t) - P(t)]
+ *** 4- yCl)[.«Ckt} » fKkt)} « 0*
How since f Cm) * 0 for all a < k ami a(n) * p(n) for all a
YCk)faCt) - |Ct)3 * ©*
Therefore,
c(t) * p(t)> ami the induction Is complete*
His tri but Ire law
[a * (| © y ) 3Cb) « £  mCi)tp ©  fJCm/i)
if©
*  E « f i )p C n / i )  *  f  « C i } f f a / i )
if© if©
* Cm * pH©} * Cm * y )C©>
* [■(«. * p) ©  Cm ♦ y)Kn).
Additive Identity
He observe that the ©umber function defined by 
§(©) * 0 for all n is obviously am additive identity for 
these functions* Uniqueness Is Immediate for If a ami p
7
are two additive identity functions and y any number 
function then,
Cn®Y)Cn) *> ytnJ * { P ® y )-(b )* and 
ssCh) + yCn) * p(n) 4- y(&)* so that 
c Cb ) » pCn) for each a*
Obviously for any number function a Cm ) , there exists 
an additive inverse for we merely define the function 
pCn) m  ~«{n) for all n» and then cCn) ®  0(a) a 0 for all n. 
Multiplicative identity
Define the element €. by £(n) a ff n > f
then, obviously*
Co 11 £){fi> ■«■ ]T uCd)e(n/i) * a(it) for each n* 
i j n
'therefora (a * £} «* « for each a# so that 6 is the 
multiplicative identity of the set of functions* Since 
the associative law holds for multiplication* it follows by 
the usual proof that the Identity for multiplication, is 
u n iq u e *
leaee we have shown that these number functions fora 
an integral dona in*
la addition* we not® the existence of multiplicative 
inverses for all functions ■«** such that oCl) f 0* since 
w© can define a new- function p-Cn) such that
fl/ad) if n * 1
]~Cl/c{l)] &(d)gCn/d) if n > I,
i | n
d>l
f  tiliS  >
(a * p)(2) *  aCl)p.(l) *  1*
if n > 1,
(a * P'Kn) « £  a(d)p(n/d) = a ( l )p (n )  *  £  u(d)p(n/d)
dj& d|n
*  o ( l )  [ -1/ a (1) ]  £  a(d)p(n/d) *  £  a(d)p(n/d)
4 f n i } n
d>! €>1
* 0.
fhe multiplicative inverse of a will be denoted by a*2* and 
is unique since- we have aa integral domain*
eitpfii' ii
W M i m G 4 T I V E  FlliCflOIS
We will .begin with, the definition of a multiplicative 
function* and then use it to prove some basic-theorems*
Definitions A function is said to he multiplicative if 
Cl) nCab) * a(a)aCb) whenever (a,b) » 1 {where (a,b)
Is the greatest common divisor of a and fc), and
(2) a (a) f 0 for some a*
An Immediate consequence of the definition is the fact 
that if m is a multiplicative function, then a( 1) » 1*.
[(a * pHa)][Ca * P)(t>)3 * £ a(<J)g{a/d) £  «Ca*)0(Vdt>
5 If a and $ are multiplicative functions, then 
Ca * p) is also a multiplicative function*
Proof a Assume (a*b) = 1*
low,
dfa d * { b
£  c ( ^ } p { s / d ) « { a t ) j& ( V d , ) 
d|a
d M b
£ <x (d la Cd * >f (a/d )p (b/d1) •
d|a
i * f b
9
mObviously (d,dT} » 1 and {a/d,b/df) *■ 1 .and since a end B
are multiplicative, we cam write
[(« * p.Ka)3f(o * pKfe)] « ^ ofid*3p(ab/di*}* 
ija
d*tb
low, as d ranges- over all possible divisors of a, and d* 
ranges over all possible divisors of b, dd# ranges over all 
possible divisors of ah* If we let. H* * id1, them
t(a * pHalllCo * f M D ]  » T a (€**>1 Cab/d*1} 
d Mfab
® (m * pK&feK
thus, (a * P) Is multiplicative*
theorems If (a * p.) is multi pi lea 11 ve, and if & Is 
multiplicative* then p is multiplicative*
Proof t the proof is by induction*
When n * l* <* * p K D  * m C D p C D *
Thus, p(l) *■ 1 * so- that P C D  * pCl*i) * p C D p C D *
low we assume that for all If < ah, where a and b'are a. pair
of relatively prime integers, P has the .multiplicative
property*
We- want to prove that jlCab} * pCalpCD*
low,
(a # p){ah) * [(« * p)Ca)3fCo * pKfe)}.
Hence*















( a * p K a t o ) * £  £  a(a*)Ma/a,)a(d")p(Vdn)
d11 a & M | b
(1) £  a{d*)a(d«)p(a/a*)p(to/4">.
<3* [a a"|b
Obviously {d*,dn) *= 1, and since a is multiplicative, (1) is 
equal to
V Y a(«,dn)p(a/d*)p(b/a"3 *
<3*1 a d“lb
(2) £ Y, «'<d»d«)p(a/a*).^(b/d") * pCa)p(b).
<d* f a d”lb
d ’d'^l
Alto,
(m * pKab) * F a(d')fKab/d)
d t ab
* T a(d)p(ab/d) * a(l)fHab).
d | ab 
d>l
Me can rewrite the right-hand side of this equation using 
the raise notation as before (where d1 ranges over all 
divisort of a and d° ranges over all divisors of b) so that




(3) = E I a(d*d")p(a/a»)p(b/d") + p(ab),
<3’(a a"|b 
d'd">l
making use of the inductive assumption.
la
Finally, from (2) and (3),
Y E a<d.,a")p(a/a')p(b/a«3 + p(ab) * 
d1 j a d n | b
Y T  a(ci'tf")p(a/a' )(Kb/d") + p(a)p(b). 
a*|a d''| b
a * a " > i
Therefore,
p(ab) = p(a)p(b).
-■1Corollary: If a is multipllea11 ve, then, a ■ is
mu. 1 tipli ca t i ve.
Ca * € and € is multiplicative. Bence
- 1by previous theorem, a is multiplicative*
We note that .multiplicative functions form a group 
under the operation, convolution multiplication*
a We define the function v as follows:
v(n) « 1 for all n*
**■1We want to find the function v #
. i t
First we observe that since vtl) » 1, exists*
, from the corollary to the previous theorem., we
«*.Tknow that since v is multiplicative, v is multipliestive, 
ami therefore v~^(l) * 1.
How for any prime, p,
Cv * v'1)(p) = vCUv”1^ }  * v(p)v-1(l) * c.
1
Hence, v (p) - **1,
We will use induction to prove that v"*^ (p^ } « o# for t > 2,
13
(v * v~*)(pa> * v(l)Vl(p2) * v(p)v_1(p) + »(p*)i»“^(l)
* 0.
Thus,
v"i(p2> - 1 + 1 = 0,
» Cpa) * 0, hence the proposition is true when t = 2 
We assume that v (pn) = 0 for all n sneh that 2 < n < t.
Now,
<v *» v“1}(,t) = E  v(<3)v~1(pt/«)
flip*
• * ( 1 ) » * W )  ♦ w(p)v'*1(pt“1) ♦ +
v C p ^ J v ^ C p )  + v(pt)y'1(l) * 0.
therefore,
v~*(p*) ■*'0+*** + 0~.l + l » Q .
Bailee, v^Cp^) » © am# the induction is complete*
®1 m2 ®k
Wow suppose b ~ Pi $2 * **Pk
Since v*3, is multiplicative,
**■1By the previous result, if m y  > 2,. them, V*' (n) * §*
Finally, if ~ *** ~ * *»’ them, since v~^(p) «= *1,
, - ! ( « )  *  ( _ i ) k ,
thus, in summary,
~ [1 I f  m s 1
v ■'(m) « © i f  a2In for some a. > 1
,C**l)fe if n s  p^pg •♦* p^
lb
Wm note that 'this it- the definition of the well-known 
Moebius fun©tion, p* Ben.ce, v ■ » p.
definitions A function © it said to be totally 
miiltinlicative if ©Cab) * ata)a(b) for all a and b, © f 0.
We want to find the inverse of a "totally multiplicative
.function# We will show that if « 'is totally multiplicative, 
• 1them a ~ p,a. To do this, we need only show that 
(« * pa) = £ ,* Mow,
(a * pa) (n) ~ F a(d-)p(n/d)a(n/d) * F a(d.n/d)p(n/d)
dfn djm
* jT a(n)p(n/d) = a(n) £  p (n/d) 
d I n d | n
*■ o(n) £ v(d)p(n/d) « a(n)Cv * p)(n)
djm
«(«0£<n) « ~ o if I > 1
£ (m )*
Hence, a- 1 ,  and th u s
eT^C n} «  «
I if n » 1
0 i.f a Jn for some a > 1 
.(-l)\Cm) If n = %■*
cmp-fSB h i -
ttilltlf APPIJCItTIOM
We are first going to define some of the more familiar 
-.numerical functions*
Definitions
(1)l'(n} is the number of positive divisors of n*
(2) <r (n) Is the sum of the positive divisors of su
(3) fin) is the number of positive integers less than
or equal to n that are relatively prime to n.
We can rewrite each of these numerical functions in 
terms of convolution multiplication among the -numerical 
functions £, v> p, and L , where the first three functions 
are defined as before, and tin) * n for all n.
T in) ~ F 1 ~ £ 1*1 « £ v(d }v(n/<3.) * (v * v)(n)
■dfn dfn df,n
thus,. T  ** Cv v v) «■ va*
<r (n) tt T a *  f  6(d) « 7  C(d)v(n/d) *  { L * v X a hLj L~t 1 j
dfn d I n dfn
Hence* <P * (c * y).





<$>Cd) « ^  fCd)v{m/d) ~ Cf * v){n) » m s Ha)* 
d|m dfm
therefore,, tf ♦ v) * i*
Hence, f * ( L * p)*
fferns, we observe that certain rather remarkable relations
exist between these number functions involving convolution
mol.tiplication,
Al'SO^ ;
(<? * 7 ) a a  * p) * (v2) = [ i  « (u * v) *  v] « (L * v). 
Hence, Cf * T) sc".
Me are now going to develop a technique for determining 
particular elements of some number functions* In particular, 
this- technique* which involves matrices, will enable m  to 
analyse products .and inverses of these functions*.
let M be -the set of nonzero number functions* fix 
a prime p and restrict the domains of the functions to 
fl, p, p2, p3, *••*}* If a and fi agree on this set, then 
they will, be considered equal* -low,
n
(m * pMp*3) * ]T «Cd)p(p*Vd) * £  oCp^)P(pa~^)* 
d!# ^
We define * aCp^). then,
n
(a • P)(pn ) - I  akPn.k .
k»®
Mm are now going to define mu trices as follows:
th fhwhere the element’ in the i row and j eolTamn of the
matrix is Oj^ j. t .> jr an# 0 if i < J,»
He observe that if we multiply two matrices of this 
form,: we get another matrix of the same form*
He wish to prove a ring isomorphism exists between 
the- restricted function* an# the infinite matrices*
to this emi» we define a one-to-one correspondence 
by lettings
a <— ^ A p  * •
■He observe that Cs *  §) is another jHsmbm? fianotion 
since number fnne tions are close# under convolution 
multiplication*
Be t  * ,
fs n  T© 0 *
10
Also, we have previously mentioned that these matrices 
are closed under matrix multiplication*
Yl+1. k+1 represent the element in the (1+1)^ row
and {fc+1.)'®* column, of the matrix C . He observe from the
P
definition of C that Yx*x*k+1 ** w^m  * ~ ^sd* 
bp  matrix a u ltipiication, . n ,
■ \





▼i-k * ®i'°+ ai-i*°+ •**♦ ai-(k-D*°+ *m ?0 
' ai-(k+l)^l + *** + V l - k  * Q,h-k+l 
*■ °*Pi-k+2 + *•
= a(plmk)fi(p0) •*■ «{p1’(k+1))p(p1)
+  « ♦ .  *  « (p ® )p  (p ^ ” *c)
= I a(<3)p(pi“Ic/<3) 
d|
»  <8 *  P X p 1 * * ) .
Thus, Yj_jj * (a * i3)(pi-k), so that y <— » Cp.
Hence* (a * p)< H  i (l»e*» the product of the images is
i* <r
equal to the image of the product)*
19
It is obvious that {a®  p) <— * A ♦ since addition
P P
in both systems is point-wise*
«*i -1fhusf a ring isomorphism exists, an# hence u <e-*& .
F
■We b o w  illustrate the above relation with some examples-'
—1 1Example CalculateT ,<r- , an# f -
(a) 11 0  0 0 *  * *
1 1 0  0 * * *
1 1 1  -O' * * »
* * * ■* « » •  *
I
—1* ffc * *
I 0 0 0 *
1 1 0 0 *
0 -1 I 0 *
*\
Bow, 7^  » (v * v). 
Hence,











G  * *
O' * •














0 ♦  ' ♦  *
0 *  *  •
0 • * *
1 0 *
T h u s . r ^ d )  * i, r _1(p) * -2, t -1(p2) * i, 7 ’1(pk ) = o if k > 3.
Hencej, If any number n is written, in its ■unique form as 
a product of powers of primes, then-
20
'l, if n e l  
* ^0, If n is divisible by a e%be
if ii is net divisible 'by a eube, 
say a •» a^n| inhere * ^1^2*
C a ^ , "■" 1 *
m
/ 1
0  0 0 » * « \
«»jp 1 0 0- * •* *
i * 1 *  t p. > 0 ~ P  1 0  • * *
     ./





0  - p  1
0  *  * •  \
■0 ■*■ *  *
0  # * *
I 1 0 0 0 * • » \
- 1 1 0  0 -* *  *
0  * 1  1 '0 * * *
I
1 0 0 0 0
(p+1) 1 0 0 0
P »{p*“X) 1 0 0
0 V ■~(p*X) 1 0 .* ■«
\ ................
ftas,<r~^Ci). * i*<r^{py * ~(p*l)*cr~*(pa) * ?>
(j-^(pk} * 0 .if k > 3-
,ftas, if any number n iswritten in Its unique farm as 
a product of'powers-of prises* then
f
l, if’n s 1
0#: if .a'ls divisible toy a cube
.;if n is not iiyisltole toy 
■a-.entoe.,'- say a * &£&§» where n^ *
C n^, n^ ^ ■ *" 1 ♦
f « C£ ♦ $i), and thus* * (C * p)"*^  = (r1 * v).
I 1 0 . 0 .  0. •. * * \ I 1 0 0 01 0 0. *
0- X 0 *
\
££
/ 1 0 0 0 * * *\
-p+1 I 0 0 « * ,»
~p+l ~p+l 1, 0 * ♦ ♦
/
thus, » 1» ♦~1(p,t) = -j*l if H > 1.
If n * p^lp|2>* *p|k, then
*■ #■ *
1 1 0 0 * * *
1 1 1 O * * *
{~l}Hp(pI)fCpg.) *** pfpjj,)
22
X# If b * X
ik-.  C - l . )  f C p ^ P o  * * *  p k ) ,  i f a !  « 2 .* *X*2 --’Pk *
IB addition, we note that if b and a are two Integers 
which h a w  the same distinct prime factors, then f^Cri) * (m)











0 0 • *
0 0 • •




1 0 0 0 ♦ ‘ *\ 1
0 0 0 0 -
-1 1 © 0 4 4 * —2 1 0 0 © •
.0 -X X 0 * • * ■as 1 -2 1 0 0 •
*■ ■# * v ■*. * 4 *■ * » • 0 X -2 X 0 *
* 4 4 ■« 4 ■# * 4 • */
I 0 0 0 • • *\
* x 1 0 0 * * 4
3 *  (pt *  p a } 0 - X 1 0 * • •
\ *
1
0 o- 0 0 *
2 X 0 G 0 *
X -2 X 0 0 *




1 0 0 0 0 0 *
-3 X 0 0 , 0 0 *
3 •3 I 0 0 0 *
-1 3 -3 1 0 0 *
0 *#x 3 -3 1 O *
We observe that the coltiiins of each matrix are composed
■of binomial coefficients# this leads to the following theorem*
The' columns of the matrix corresponding to
p.13, are composed of the coefficients of the binomial expansion 
of (a-b)n, always starting with the element on the main
diagonal*
■Proof? We define the matrices 1 and 3 ms. follows:
1 0 0 0 * * «V I o 0 0 0 * * *
0 1 0  0 * * *  1 0 0 0 * * *  
x » 0 0 1 0 * * * * J » 0 1 0 0 * * *
0 0 1. 0 *  *  *
then* by our isomorphism,.
ft <— > OMF) » so that
pa < —^(X-X)11 a I ~ ^  J + (|j J2 ** **• 4- (*l)nJn .
How, Jk will have the (k-l)st diagonal under the main




0 0 0 •
9 © 0 *
i 0 0 *
1 0 *
* *\
\    ../
and the theorem is proved*
We end this chapter with the following theorem
Theorem; Let a be a number function such that 
aCl) » a f 0, and let p be a prime number* Then on the 
restricted domain [l* p, p2t P3* ***)*
m a 2 a a-
XsUi
k+1 (a * +a
Proof; We must show that





ad)n(pk) 4- *** # for k
The matrices corresponding to $* C» and a * a£ are 
respectively:.
25
la 0 0 0 * * »^ 11 0 0 0 * * »\
a 0 0 * * * 0 1 0 0 * * *
A * a2 a 0 * * * 4 1 - 0 0 1 0 • • •
\ - ....................
B
I0 0 0 0 * . .X
°1 0 0 0 *
• 4
«2 0 ^ 0  © *
* •
a3 ftg. © *
* *■
In t$ms of these matrices, we amst shew that the matrix 
A{ [l/a]I - [ 1/a2 ]B + [ 1/a3 ]B2 - * *» } contains a sero in
the (I, k*l3 position, if k > 0 and a one in that position 
if k « 0* Since we are concerned only with the Cl, k+1) 
position .and since the rows under the (k+l)st row are not 
needed to compute the element In that position in the various 
sms and products involved, then we need, to consider only the 
finite mat rices






\*k ak-l ak-2* *
§  * *  * ■
0 * • * 0
* « *  • * *
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1 0 0 0 • * • o\
0 1 "0 0 • * * 0 1
I a 0 0 1 0 • * ♦ 0
0 -
Since Bn * 0 if n > k we i
0 0 0 ♦ « * 0 \
a< ai 0 0
0
(1) &{ [1/a] I - [l/a3 ]B ♦ fl/a3]B2 - ••• ♦ t (-l)k/ak4'13B3£}
contains the Kroneeker delta in the (l,k+l) position.
law A ** al ♦ B, so that (X) is equal to
Cal + B){[l/a]I - [l/a2]B + [l/a3]B2 - *»• + [(~l)k/ak+1]Bk} *
1 - [l/a]B + [l/a]B - [l/a2]B2 + [l/a2]B® + ••• ♦
* [{-l)k/ak+1]Bk+1 = I
and the theorem is proved..
Corollary* let e be i multiplicative function and let
p he a prime number*- then on the restricted domain 
{l* Pf P2» P3* ***}■»
•a  ^«£'■ ** (a €.) * Co £)^ <»■ *## ♦ C-l)^(c £ )^  ** * * •
Proof: If a Is multiplicative, then aCl) * 1. Corollary 
then follows Immediately from- previous theorem*
c h a p t e r'if
'TOPOLOGICAL PEOPffiTIES
definitions Let %s define f Cc) to he equal to the 
smallest positive integer n such that a(n) # 0, and
T(0) *00 (as In [2])* Also define |a| to he equal to
[l/T(c)] if T(a) j* and 0 if T(cx) * ©@*
For example, p(l) * 1* lienee, T(^) * 1 and |§*f * 1*
Further define (af to be the d^istance** of a from 0 
(also called the 1 valuation of orn)* Finally,, if a and P 
are any two functions, we will define fa - p) * {l/f(a *> p)]. 
to be the ^distance from a to PM.
First, we show this distance is actually a ^distance* 
in the topological sense* That is, it must satisfy the 
following propertiest
1) I* - Pf > 0 for any pair of arithmetic functions 1, p«
2) ja - p| * 0 if and only if m « p.
3) fa - pi * tp ~ m\ for any pair of arithmetic functions*
**3 )« * Pi 1 {a} * jp{. (triangle inequality)*
Prooft
1) Let n be the smallest positive integer meh that 
(0 - p)(n) / 0. Then {« * p{ » [l/n] > 0 if a t p# while
(a ~ p| « 0 if * * P*
2?
25 Suppose }a - pi 0* Then, T'Ca ~ p) « co:, and thus 
a and p agree for all values of n. Therefore-, a ® p* 
fo show .that- if' a *  p, then |a -■ pj « 0, we simply
reverse the steps in the above proof*
3) I t  is obvious that Jo •* p| » jp * a ) since each term 
in the equation-is equal-to [ 1/n]' where it is the smallest 
positive integer such that a(a) / fKnl.
%) Let T(a) « n; then |a| * [i/n],
fCp) «■ m$ then |pf » [1/m]*
low, ft® 4* p) > ffiitt(T{«),T(p))# Two possibilities arises
(a) If n > mf then T(o 4* p) » m so that
jm 4 p| » [1/m] < [ 1/n] ♦ 11/m]♦ Hence, f« 4- pj £ j a| *
(b) If n * »# then T(a * p.) > n so that
la + p| < [1/n] < [1/n] * [1/n]* Thus, |a ♦ p| < |a| ♦
We note that jo 4* pj « |a| 4* fpj if and only if a »
or p ** a.
We now prove a theorem showing how convolution 
multiplication is affected by this ^distance’**
Theorem If m and p are tiro farithmetic functions, 
then {« ♦ p| ** }a|tp|.
£roo£$ let f(«) * k, then |o| » [l/k]*
1 (P) * m» then fpj * Cl/m.]*
low,
(« * 03(b ) * £ a(d)0(n/d)
-d | n
for n « to,
{«■■ * p)(km) *  £  a(c!)p(km/d) « aCk)P(s) /  0* 
d J km
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for » < km, (a * p)Cs) * 0 since «(d) « 0 for all d < k,
and when 6 >■&> then [n/k] < m and therefore p(n/k) * 0*
This shows that to is the smallest positive integer
such that (a ♦ p) is not equal to se.ro* 'Hence, fCo * p) « km
and
|a * p{ * I1/km] ~ [l/k][l/m] *
therefore,
| a * P | * | a 11 p | •
Theorem: the metric space consisting of the set of all
arithmetic functions together with this Mistance function* 
is -complete.
Proof s Me must prove that every Cauchy sequence in the 
set of arithmetic functions converges to an arithmetic 
function*
let {a } he a Cauchy sequence so that if € > 0, there 
exists an $<£) such that if n > I(C) and at > M(£), then
l“n " « J  < € *
lance, there exists as Integer .1(1/2} sm'h that if
n > N(l/2) and m > B(1/2) , then j a - o f < [1/2]• Thus,D m
an and am agree for the first two places if n ,> 13(1/2),
» > iCl/2}*
I*et P (l) s •
{3(2) = *
Now, there exists an Integer N(l/3) sneh that if 
n > N(l/3) and m > N(l/3), then i«n - a j  < [1/3] .
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ftas, &n and aa agree for the first three places if 
n > Mi/3), m > 11(1/3} .
Let f(3) * a$(i/3) ^  *
We shall continue to define the arithmetic function p 
in this way.*,
In general#, there exists an integer N(l/k} such that 
if n > iCl/k} and m > f(l/k)t then Ja^ * < [l/kj. Tfrns*
a and a agree for the first k places if n > M(l/k),£i Ifl
® > H(l/k) and let P(k) ® aM(l/k)^5 *
Sow,
laK(l/2) " Pi < •
Thus, if n > RCl/2), then let - gj < [1/2] ,il
Similarly, if n > H(l/3), then |an - pi < [1/33 •
Let £ > 0 and suppose 0 < [ 1/ia] < £ . Then if
n > R(l/m), U H - Pt < [1/e ] < € .
Thus, {a^} converges to p, and hence the metric space
Is COQplet-6*
Definitions Let M denote the set of all arithmetic 
functions,- and define a) * (p, such that \m ~ pi < £} »
We are going to consider as a hase for the topology, the 
set {D^(a)(0 < 6 , a is in M) *
Definitions (a) S C H is open if for every m in S,
there exists an € > 0 such that &e(a) Q S .
(fc) S C M is closed provided M ~ S' Is open*
Theorem; Every open set contains an infinite number 
of elements*
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Proof; Let 3 fee an open set and, let a fee in S. Then 
there Is an £ > 0 such that IL (a) » fSf such that (a * pi < £]c
and V£X*> £  S *
There is an integer m 'such that [1/m3 £ £ and we suppose 
that mis the’smallest-such integer* Therefore* $ is in 0£C«}
if and only if
t* * pi < [1/m] if ll/m} « £
in - Pi £. [I/s] if ll/m} < £
That is, p is in L^ ,(a) provided p and -a agree for the first 
© terms* Since there are an infinite number of functions 
which satisfy this condition* fhen ll^ Ca) contains an infinite 
number of points*
Theorem If 0£{a) f ®£<P), then 0£(a) n V£(§) » ^ .
Proof £ If 0g(a) / I-1 ^ CP1 * then either Wg(a) contains 
a point sot in 0£Cp) or vice versa* -Suppose y is is Ue(a)* 
but is not in If [1/m] < £ < [1/s-l], then
l£{c) ~ ^  w m c '^ that I a - 51 < { I/m}} *
Then*
(c) = {5, such that | a - 61 < [l/m]}
« [b|a and & agree for the first m-1 places]*
0g(P) 32 {&* such that |p ~ b 1 < [l/m]}
» {b | p and b agree for the first m-1 places] .*
Iow# y is in Ug (a) so a and y agree for the first a-1 places
and y n°t in (p) so p and y do not agree for- the first
bh-1 places. Therefore,'« and p do .not agree for the first 
m-1 places*
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If a* ig In f^Ca) and pf is in then «* agrees
with a for the first- m-1 places and p* agrees with p for the 
first ®^I places* Therefore * a 1 and p* do not agree.- for the 
first ..m-1 places* Therefore#
I®1 - P*1 £ i [i/e] *
thus*, if -p 1 is in U€(p), then }e p* | > [l/£] * so p1 -is not.
In IlgCa) and similarly# If «r is in 06(a>* then |p - a11 > [1/e]
so a* is not in W£Cp), Thus, 0g(a) and H£-(p) have no elements
in common and ll£Cc) n 0e(p) » $ *
€orollarv: If a / P» then 'there is an £ > 0 such that
¥e(a) n o£0) = <}L
Proofs Let jo - p| * [l/m] . Then, u[i/ffl+i] U )  / u[i/fi+ i ] W
since a is not in X/m*Mj(P) * By the previous theorem#
®u/w-ij<a) n °[i/w-i]^) * i ’
The following two corollaries are lamed late fro® the 
usual definition of a.lattsdorff space.
1) M Is a Hansdorff space*
2.) If a is in. M* then [a] is closed.
Corollaryt the metric space defined by this distance 
function is not compact*
Proof: tfe- define an infinite set# G, of arithmetic
functions in the following way: m Is In G if and' only if
m * a £ where a is a complex amber.
low# by definition# 35 (P» such that |a - p| < [3A]]
for all ■« in G.
Tims* contains all number functions which
agree with a in the first place# Therefore* the set
1 a in &} is an open covering of the space* By
the previous? theorem* we note that this set is disjoint*
Hence.,- the space is not compact*
In order to prove a theorem about convergence of power 
series, we will need the following■lemma*
Lemma: If a(l) = 0 and if t < k, then a^Cp^p^* * *p^) = 0,
where the primes p^9 pg, *+*> are not necessarily distinct*
.Proof: The proof is by Induction.
We know that all) - 0* Hence, for It * 2,
a2(p> « a{i)cCp5 + aCp)c(l) - 0 .
Thus, the proposition is true for k = 2.
Hext, assume that the proposition is true for any Integer
k, that is,
= 0 if t < k ,
We need to show that for the Integer k+l,
= 0 if t < k+l .
How,
«k+i(p1.p2***Pp * a(l)ak(p,p2-• -pt)
+ ]T a(d)ak(p1p2- • *pt/(l)
3|h
d>l
The first term, on the right-hand side is zero since a(l) = 0* 




• *P^) * G if t < k+l
and the lemma is proved*
Definition?' It cower series* Me), in «, Is a series
of the form? m
FCa) * £  * coe ©  e-jO ©  Oge2 ©  e^a3 ©
i=0
m
Definition? for a power series, Mu) - £ , we
i=0
define a sequence of partial sums in the following way?
*o(a) “ c0£ 
f-|(a) « cQ£ ©  c^a
f 2 Co) ~ c0G ©  c^a ©  Cg«a
In general,
f^Ca) « c06 ®  c^a ©
We will say that the power series, FCa), Is convergent if the
m




Theorem? Let P(x) he a power series in x, and let a 
be any arithmetic function* Then
1) if a Cl) « 0, Me.) converges
2) if a (I) j* 0, P(a) converges if and only If P is 
a polynomial*
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Proof of Suppose -a (I) * 0. To shorn that P(a) 
converges, we must show that for any £ > 0, there exists 
an, N such that if n > W, an# m > H, then If^Ca) ^ < £ *
low,
!»■<*> ' fn(a)f * ••• ©  V Bt *
few suppose an+^(k) / 0* Then by the previous lemma, k has 
at least n+1 prime factors (not necessarily distinct). Thus, 
k > 2n*1 an# hence an4^ (k) * 0 for l < k  < 2*^^ , Therefore,
- ,n<a)| 1 [l/2n+1] .
thus fta) converges if aCl) * 0#
. Proof of 2}: Let be any term in the power
series such that ^
If a(l) * 0, then aa'*'1d5 * [ad)3n+1 t 0. Thus,
^ B + l ^  ~ = = 1 *
Thus, any two consecutive partial sums of the power series 
are always at a- "distance* 1 from each other* Therefore, 
the power series ices not converge*
Hence, if mix) f  0, then P(o) will converge if and only 
if P(a) is -a polynomial (that is, P(a) has a finite number 
of terms)*
CHAPTER ?
SEliBERG * S ASTMPT0T1G FORMULA
In this chapter, we make considerable use of the
comparison functions 0, o, and
Definitions Suppose x is a continuous variable which 
tends towards Infinity* Suppose fix) is a positive function 
of x,. and let ffar) be any other function of x* Then
1) f « 0(f) means that |f| < Ap» where A is- independent
of x9 for all values of x in question*
2) f * o(f) means that (f/p) + 0 *
3) f ^ f means that Cf/f) ^ I *
Bet 0 (x) « £ log p (the- function Q^ Cx) Is often 
Pix
referred to as Tchebycheffs function)* Then Selberg!s 
asymptotic formula, which is1 used to prove the prime number 
theorem, can be written in the form;
er<*)log x 4- I &U/v)log p ~ 2xlog x, as x - «  .
p<x
1* Fopken IB) demonstrated how the proof of this 
formula Is greatly simplified by the use of convolution 
multiplication, and we will use- his method to prove Selberg’s 
formula.
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Let the symbols n, d, d*, k, and h always represent 
positive integers* p and % represent primes* Also, to 
simplify notation, we will write c{n) * p(n) instead of 
{a * p)Cn).
First, we develop some relations between certain 
arithmetic functions* Since we already know that £ is the
identity element for oof set of functions, then clearly
£<n) * atn) • a(n), where a is any fonetion*
Also,
v(n) * a(n) * ]T v(d)cj(n/d) « £ a(n/d) * £ a(d) * 
d|n djn d|n
Definition; We define a new function A in the 
following way;
A ( a )  «  <
log p if a * P^ Ck » 
.0 otherwise
then,
cu aP <*v 
n * Pi 1*2 Pk *
A(d) ■« ACp^) 4 A(p12) + ... ♦ ^
din a,
4 A {Pg ) 4 A Cpp^  ) 4 *** 4 A(pp 1 4 * •
4 Atp^} 4 A{p^2 ) 4- »*« 4 A(p^)
* a^log 4 aglog' P2 + * • • + cklog pk
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low,
/V{d> » Y v(n/i)A(i) ■» v(») * A(n) *
Hence,
v(n) * A(ft) « log n *
We will next develop a certain calculus for convolutions, 
Definitions If a represents an arbitrary arithmetic 
function., then the new function, a(n)log n, will he called 
derivative of a(n) and will he denoted by a*(n)#
Similarly,, the ’‘higher derivatives1 are defined as
« ^ ( a )  « a(n)(log n}^, k « 0,1,2,***
ffems#
v(n) * A(n) » log n * v(n)log n * v’Cn) *
Also, e’Cn) »■ 0 for all n since
Definition? If « and g are two arithmetic functions, 
and if g(i) f 0, then the ’’fraction’1
is uniquely defined by the equation, yin) * g(n) ~ <x(n) «
We now show that the rules for finding derivatives of 
products and "quotients*1 are analogous to the rules in 
ordinary differential calculus*, low,
Ca(n) * p(n))* * (a(n) * jHn))log n « ) aCd)g(n/d)log n








+ £ a(d)(Xog d)p(n/d) 
d|n
s aCn> * g'Cm) + af(nt) * g(n) *
Since the derivative of a product obeys the usual rule, 
it follows in a ©aimer similar to the usual calculus proof 
that the rule for quotients, is- the same, that Is,
I a(n)\ a* (is) * p(n) * a(a) * p* £n) 
yp(n) j p(n) * p(n)
The following simple formula is very useful in the 
proof of gelherg’s asymptotic formula (where it is understood
X [x]r*1
that ^ means ^ and [x] denotes the greatest integer less 
n*X n=i
than or equal to x).
x x x/d
(1) £'(«<n) * P<n)> * £  a(d)p(fi') « £  <x(d) £ p(d')
n*l dd*<x d«l d *=1
When p * v, we get
x x x/d x
£ C a(n) * v(n)) ® £ a (d) £ v(d#) » £ [x/d]a(d) . 
n=l d«l df®l d*l
We have previously shown that v # p, « £ .
ko
Hence, x x
£  £(n) « £  (v(n) * p ( n } ) ~  £  [x/ajpCd) .
«*1 n»l i*I •
thus, x x
1. * £ /fx/4]jr(d.) * £ {(x/d) 0 i < 1 *
d*l .4*1
x x
1 s £  ( x / d ) | i ( i )  -  £ '*£ l* (4 }  * 
d*'l d=l "
x x
1 * x £ (pCd }/d 5 * 0(x), since £  *gp(&) < x i s i  * 
4*»1 4*1
Therefore, *35
Cl/x) * £ (p(d)/d) * 0(1), a s x * » » ,
4*1
x
£ ($i(d)/d) * (1/x) 4- 0(1), so that
a*i
X
(2 ) £  C|i-(d)/d) *  0 (1 ), as x *  m *
d=l
How,
S M J U M  *  (1 /n ) £  *U )fK n /a ) *  £  < l/n )a (i)pC m /i) 









^ £ (|i{d)/d) £ (v{d,}/d,)» using (!)♦
4*1 ' d*=l
Ttes’ X x/d
i * £ (f»(a)/a) £ d/a*)
l 4  4**1
low,
X
(3) £ (1/n) * log x 4- y + G(l/x),
n«l
where y denotes Euler1 s constant (see [5] * theorem b22* pp. 3^ *7) • 
Therefore,
1 * £ (p (d )/d) (log (x/d) 4* y # 0(d/x)) . 
d*l
X X
1 * £ (p(d)/d)log(x/d) 4* Y £ (p(d)/d)
4*1 4*1
x
* £ (p(d)/d)0(d/x) .
d=l
Using (2)f we have 
x




£  (p(d)/d)log{x/d) » 0(1), &s x * «  . 
4*1
b2
Obviously, C(n) * v(n ) * pCn) * v(n) * v (» )#  so th a t  
v (n )  = p.(n) * v(n ) * v (n ) .  Hence,






= £  C p ( a ) /d )T  (vC k)/k ) (v (h ) /h )
4*1 kh<(x /d )
x 
* E (u(d)/d) £ (1/kb)
4*1 kfc£(x/d)
low,
£  C l/kh) *  ( 1 / 2 ) (log x ) 2 + C1log x ♦ c2 ♦ o ( l ) ,  
kh<x
as z  *♦ co (compare [ 6 ] ,  lemma 3* PP* ^77)*
Hence>
x x
£ (1/n) 32 (1/2) £ (p(d5/d)( lo g (x/d))2 
n*I 4*1 z z* C1 E Cp(4)/4)log(z/a) + E
4*1 <3=1
x
+ £ (ft(d)/4)o(l) *
4*1
Mow,
£ (fl(d)/a)o(l) = O(l)od) S odog X ) ,  as X -* QO 
4*1
**3
Therefore, by (2), (3), and (k), 
x
1 <1/n) = loe * + V '♦ 0(l/x)
*1*1
X
* (1/2) £ (ji,(d)/d)(log(x/d))* + C^Od)
a*i
♦ CgOd) * ©Clog x), as x -* <» *
ftms,
(1/2) £  Cp (d }M ) (log(x/d3)2 « leg x * o(log x) « 
d*l
x
(5) £ (p(d)/d)dog(x/d))* * 21og x 4* ©(log x), as x #
d*l
Me are now ready to prove Selberg’s asym.ptot.ic formula*
Recall that
x x




£ tx/d3^(d)dogCx/d))a * £  {p(n)(.log(x/n)3a * vCn)) 
d»i n»i
X
* £ (ptnHloc x <* log n)2 * *(»)) 
m*l
X
* £  (p(m)dog x)2 * v(n))
m l
x
* 2 Z (|i(n){log x)log a * v(n))
n*l
x
4 £ (ptCn)Clog n)2 * ^Cn3) *
0*1
het  # ^ (a )  *  (p GO flog  s3^ *  vCiO), k *  0 *1 ,2 ,-k
Then#.
£  [x/d]p Cd ) (log Cx /d ) ) 2 *  £  $0 ( n )Clog x)  
d*i o*l
X; X
2 £ ®^(n}log a 4 £ #2(m),
n*I n*l
Mow, $0(fi) « pCn)  ^ v (n ) *  £(n> »
/efn)!*
*  v (n )
£ G 0
t^(m) * pGOlog n * vGO * ft* (a) * v(n) * I
use of the rale for the derivative of a quotient# we find
that ^Cn) * «* A ( n )  *
By a similar type of calculation* #->(b ) * - A l(n) 4 A(n) ♦ A(a)
Substituting In (6), we get
x x
(?) £ |x/dlp(d)ClogCx/i)3a * £ £(n)(log x)2
d=l o*l
X X
4 2iog X Y Aim) - £ a*GOLjt Lj
m l  ii*!
x
+ £ (A(n) * A.(n)) .
n«l
low,





(8) £ A{n) * ©Cx) 4 o(x),
bfI
where ©tx) is fehehycbef fs ftmetlon*
juso, ^
]T a* (n) * Jt A{m)i©g n = £ kdog p)2 *
n=1 15=1 pk<x
k>l
By use of fehefeychef1s theorem (see 153# theorem 7, pp* 9)# 
we can show that





^ A f(n) (log p)2 4 o(x) * 
n»l p<x
Also,
0(x)log x - £  (log p)f * £ Clog pXlog x) - £ (log p); 
P<x p£x
* ][ {log p){log x - log p)
Fix
* £ (log p)l©g(x/p)
p<x
® oCxlog x), (see [6J, lemma 10, pp.* 283).
be
liras'*




(9) £  A ’Cii) * 0(x)log x 4 o(xlog x3 *
Also,
£ (A(a)--* A(n>) * £ (log p)(log q)
P <1
k > l , h > l
n«l * k h.
 lx
* £  (log pXlog q 5 4 0(x) 
pq<x
( s e e  [ 6 ] ,  pp* 2 8 ^ 2 8 5 ) *
fhtis,
(10) £  (A(n) * a (»3) * £  & ( x / p ) l o g  p 4 0(x) *
n=r pcx
Finally, substituting (t3> (93* a»4 (10) into (73* we get
£ [x/a3p($)ClogCx/4})a * Clog x)2 4 2log x(tf(x) 4 o(x)3 
4*1
- (6f(x)log x 4 oCxlog x)3
4 £ <9,(x/p)lOg p 4 0(x) *
p<^
low,
(log x)* 4 2(log x)o(x) ■» o(xlo.g x) 4 G(x) * oCxlog x) *
1ence,
(11) £ Ix/d ]{A(d) (log (x/a)) 2 a ef(x)log x 4 £ &(x/p)log p
4*1 Fix
Also,
4 -oCxlOg x) *
X




£ CCx/d) 4 tx/4'|)p(d)(log(x/i))a * o(xlog x) *
4*1
x x
(12) £ (x/d )p (d )Clog{x/d) )2 » £  [x/d]j*(d) (log(x/d))2
dal 4*1
4 o(xlog x) •
Substituting (11) .into (12), we get 
x
(13) £ (x/d )p(d) (log(x/d) )2 » 0(x)log x 4 £ 0'{x/p)log p
8*1 Fix
4 o(xlOg x) *
Using (5),
X X
£ (x/4)|*Ca3{log{x/d))2 * x £  (p(d)/d)(log(x/d))2 
4*1 dal
a x(2lOg x 4 oClog x)3f as X
Hence, (133 becomes
(2x)loS X 4 x{0(loi x)> a 0{x)lOg X 4 £ 0Cx/p)lOg p
JP&*
4 o(xlog x), as x -* co
low since x(ofleg x)) * oCxlog x), we finally have Selberg 
asymptotic formula\
0Cx)log x + £ © W p ) l o g  p ~ (2x)log x, as x - oo 
R<x
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